by Dr. Jay W. Johnson

Rule Number One for High YYields
ields in
Reduced Tillage: PProper
roper Management
Selecting good hybrids, planting on time, minimizing crop pests, and properly
supplying nutrient needs are among essentials outlines by Ohio researcher.
Summary: Reduced-till systems require
special evaluation of all inputs if the crop
is to perform to maximum capability and
produce high yields. Among the essentials
to consider are: hybrid selection, plant
population, pest management, adequate
drainage, and proper nutrient
management. Through research, strategies
have been developed to overcome the
problems of stratification, volatilization,
and accumulated organic matter that
impede yields. In addition, strategies have
been developed to promote plant root
growth— another key in producing higher
yields.
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Table 1. Benefits of deep fertility in producing high-yield corn crops for growers in
Nebraska and Illinois.
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Figure 1. Effect of hybrid selection and plant
population on corn yield, Olsen, Colorado
State University.
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Figure 3. Comparative effectiveness of
banding vs. knifing, (75-40-0 treatments),
Kansas.
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Figure 2. Effect of starter fertilizer on corn
yield in reduced-till vs conventional-till
system, Wisconsin.
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resulting in significant N losses.
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